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.INTRODUCTION

For the past, two yearS, a group of professors at the University

of Nebraska have been perfecting a curriculum v7hich demands the.t

.,freshmen students be actively involved in their learning. ihis program;

entitled Accent on Iveloping Abstract Processes of Thought (ADAPT),
_

is qimeat encouraging students to be critical thinkilrs who are

capable of confronting a problem and following that problem to a . logical
. I .

solution. Tbe. program takes its theoretical impetus 4om the writings

of Jean Piaget who, with Barbel Inhelder, frst traced the development
. ,

of-thinking from concrete and objective patterns to a more abstract

. level., Followincisgetisideas, alcentraP .concern of the ADAPT program.
OD )

hds been preser4ng concepts that are easily tied to familiar e4eriences.
rt* I

and requiring that fee studentt be active participants. 'These c:ooncrete
,i

experienoes serve .as,a foundation for the gradual acquisition of a

---,

more generalized aticL abstract understanding of the concept. It is
I ,

expected that. 'generalized understanding which. is intertwined with

experiences can then be applied to a variety of problems. ,

sw.

This brief'sketch of the ADAPT prograth provides a contact for

understa;ditg the: goals of the progr4ps. /

.,As an the first7year of The program, he ptimary goal was to

encourage students to think 'critically and'logically., Secohdly, we

were* interested in providing sucessfu], learning experiences that would
,

facilitat e persOnal and social growth. Finitlly, we'hoped tha students who

were being encouraged to explore a variety of content areas, would feel

excitement in 'learning, and that this would be reflected j..n positive
A

attitudes tow4rd the whole university Community. n short, our goals

were to encourage abstr9.Ct,,formal thought patterns, facilitate

3
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perSonaI growth, 5nd.to cultivate positiye attitudes toward the-

university.

First Year Evaluation

The purpose of the pr esent piper is to evaluate the successof

the ADAPT program in'achieving these goals. Before tuning to the

evaluation of the secondyear of the ADAPT program, a quick review,/

of the e cation of the .first year of 'the ADAPT program is 'in order:

we found that 'ADAPT Student's demonstrated significantly more

a

ability atformaI reasoning'processes at the end of the freshman rear
N

'than a group%f matchiad control subiects. It was further shown that
.

the ADAPT students increased on a test of conceptual complexity while
0 -1, ,

-

i ,

the control group,decreased slightly: Finally, ADAPT 'students'
$

demonstrated very positive attitudes towars1 the faculty and their
,.

.college'experience. In short, seemed
.
'that the goals of the APART.

4(

program were attained in the-fir,styear.

Given that'thelfirst year's evaluation indicated that many.of the

,

goals were being attained; it was decided-t4at.during the second year
.

we should use more stringent measures of

change

4

4
cess. The measurement of

in abstract or formal operational-thinking skills' provides an

example.. During-the first year anumber of tasks were used which
4

ad 1 5een developed for research purposes. Althaugh these tasks were

theoretically geared to assess formal-,operatignalihought, they did not

meet strict test construct requirements-It seemed that other riatidnally
s

3410
standardized tests of crItical thinking might demonstrate more convincingly

A

the value of the ADAPT pi,ogram in fdsteAng thinking skills. Hence?

.a nationally normed, objective test -- the Watson,Glazer Critical Thinking

Appeeisa#l -- Was administered during the second year.
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bA similar change,with respec to the measure of personality

development occurred. During the first y.eai, a test of conceptual.

complexity was used. This tEst, although used widely to assess
t

'interpersonal development, doe notImeet the parametric requirements4
.

.

.

N.

typically dema)Ided pf nationally normed assessments. Here again,
-. .

SIit was deoided that ADAFT's success could pe demon rated convincing1)\
/

if a' more rigorous assessment was Used. Hence, Jane Loevinger'.s 4
.

measure of Ego, Development became a part'of the second year evalutftion.

/ The thoughts f.thesevaluation team and pl'ojeot staff concerning
*

.
l''

. ./
.
the second year evaluation are reflected in these chapges,in/measures.

In essence, lit seemed that the program successfully met its'goals during

the first year of its operation. In ovderto argue for wider pssemina-
I.,. .

tion,o4 the rinciples of the ADAPT program, howeverle felt compelled--

11.

. . .

to put the program t,p a more rigorousqlevaluation. The.resultq of this
.

evluatfon are reported in subsequent se ctions.. ' - -

f

DESIGN OF THE EVALUATION

The evaluation instruments used, the different groups of subject?
. \ .

..

invoLied in the assetsmets, and the times when various tests were
I

administered are depicted in Table 1. In subsquent sections the
. .

.

tests add sub'ect samples are described and the rationale for the
i .

a

design is given.

Instruments

.1. Vatson-Glaze Critical ,ThinUng_Appraisal. 'This test .consists

i' of a seriesof exercises which require the application of some of the

important abilities involved in critical thinking: inferencei recognition

.

I

",



:Triitial Measures

CTABLE 1 ;

4.

A Design of the Second Year EvaIllation

c .*

ADAPT Students x Control Stude4ts3:, Centennial Students

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977

,ACT Scbres, ,X

H.S. Quartile X

Watson=Glazet
Critical Thinking
Appraisal

Formal Operational
Assessments 4 X

.Uane Loevinger's
Ego Deyelopment X X

Omnibus Personality. X
Inventory

Attitudes toward,
Faculty

1 p

6.

X

1 X

Control Students 2

Fall
1976-

Spring
1977

X. x

. ,

X X

.)

a

7
4

a`
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-of.aSsumptionS; deduction; interppgtation; and evaluation of arguments..-
1

/".
,

In addition,
4
ihe criticAl thinJcilig2appraisal calls r'responses to two

.
%,

differeryt kinds of items. . : In some items` the s udent confronts
.' 1. . . .

F
,.problemff`involving neutral topicS about which plkopl generally do hot

4 T.". 1 ; $ N

N\ fbay'e-strong feelings. Other items, approx-imately,pa.allel in lqgical

. S i

structure,
j

pertain to Poq.iticalF economic,-6d social -issues which are
I

more likely' to arouse emotiorrall feelings, biases, or, prejudices (Watson.,
.

. .

& Glazer:1964).

%,

.

ThiS test has been adminiStered to 5675 freshmen in 116 liberal

arts colleges. Hence, norms forthe performance of freshmen are

available. In addition, reliability and validity data have beeh com-
.

piled. 'Finally, the Watson-Glazer is available in 'multiple forms. Using

two forms for, pre- and post-testing has the advantage of minimizing ny
-..

practice effects.
[

r 0.

. ,

: I

In essence, the use of the Watson-Glazer Critical Thinking Appraisal

allows for a rigorous test of wheth'er an7 'ahanges have.occurre/ d in

thinking skills' as a result of tWe ADAPT program. It is;hypotheSized that

the ADAPT students will show significantly greater increases on the(

Watson-G'lazer Critical Thinking Apprais(l than the Control or Centennial

subjects

'2. Formal Operational Taskx, The instruments used to assess

formal operattonsisted of five tasks which. reqUire proportional

reasoning, isolation and separation of,variab

Probability%(Campbell, 1977). This test is

torrelatiop,,and

esigned to assess the

theoretical formulations of Jean,Piaget.' 'Our goal in using this type of

' assessment was to adhere as closely as possible to theoretica1ly

meaningful assessment procedures.

I,
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3; AftitUdeThward Faculty/

6

,

* -.or,/

To assessrthe students' attitude towar4 Dacuity,..that si bscale of
i

r 4

the.Colle ge Student Questionnaire; Part II was administered.. This .

standardized attitude questionnaire allows'for comparisons eetween the

ADAPT,:,control,.and Centdnnial samples' as well gas acoMparison of 'the
.

three groups with a national sample. The specific hAopthesisktoi be

investigated is that thR ADAPT popu lation has tore positive attitudes'

toward the faculty than the Control 1 group or the 'Centennial,students.

4. Omnibus Personality ventor7.

This personality. test emerged from = tie extensive workbn "college

student development by S dford (1956) and his associates at Vassar
.

\ after World .lar II. Extensiv.e data have been accumulated concernihgwa
.

this test by the staff of the Center for Resarch,and Development in

Higher Education at Berkeley. ,The test *as.selected because it examines

bbth the intellectual and emotional aspect5'of personality. However,

since is more likely to indicate personality development over a long

. period of time, was decided that it should not be administered a.

second time until the junlgr or 'senio .5/ear.' \
4, ',

5. Ego Development '

/...

,
.

A test V7hich is7\omewhat more likely.to show short term development
(

; is Jane Loevinges Measure of Ego 'Development.
, Thialinstrument

indicates the degrele to which mature personality, characteristics have

developed. In effect, personality is charted through various response

types, each one characteristic of ttudats whose' personal development

has progressed to a similar degree. This \asgessment,- like the Vatson-

Glazers ha's a long history of use and. seems td-be one of the mostsreliable

/

and valid -indices of personality development that is currently ayailable

(Loevinger,- 19'76). In addition, tht theoret(cal and' developmental

?' 9
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aspedts of this test meshllicely -144th the principles of the ADAPT
. .

- ,

,

program. In shOrl, the resulrs_of .6is test givendUriqethe fall

and spring should provide'a rigorous test of the hypothesis that the

ADAPT program,facilitates affective'development

6. Initial Measures

'Since the selection procedur'es for the four groups of subjectf

did not, guarantee a random-sample of the entering class of freshmen,

t it is important to know how the groups differ on initiag. characterishcs. .

The .pre -test assCssments will, of course, give some indidation.ofAe

differential standing of the four-samples. In addition, it is possible -

to compare all four groups 9n the American College Tpst (ACT) and

high school sflnding. , The ACT hat the advantage.of being a widely used .

-,
, 4

and welkl standardized test, enabling us to compare our groups to
' A

,

national norms. Suc'h comparisons may help }establish the generality of
r.

our results.

1

Subjects

A total of .foUr different groups'of subjects partic ipated in the

1976-77 evaluation. Changes-in the -!ADAPT students on various measures

were compared-tshanges in -1-tree control groups. The first con
/ 1-

group was composed of students who had i icated'en interest in the

ADAPT program, but'for-a variety of reasons-4dd decided not'to enroll.
. -

a.

.The comparison of this group, labeled Control
1

, with the ADAPT students
,-. 2 .

is perhaps the most appropriate and meaningful comparison of the.effeCts

of the freshman year. However, the Contr.*, stuants' freshman year

differs from the ADAPT year in a variety of 1:lays. Classea'are typically

,larger, the students are more likely to Pe taught by graduate assistants:,

opportunities forldiscussion are probably. more limited, and they may

6 t.
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.

have few acquaintadces in'a class: _Because'any of theSv variables
. :

,

could be a,factor 'in differences between the ADAPT and Control
1

groups,-a §ec6nd c4iparison group of Centennial students was selected.

the Centennial edilcation'prograin, as in the ADAPT program,

'studentS' small'clasSes, they are encouraged*tO partiCipate in

cl ss .they often know each other, and the professor is likely to be

y skilled. Comparing thjs group to the ADAPT gro4,seerried like a.

more reasonable test of whettier the ADA ?T curriculum was effective-in

moving students toward itrore abstract thought processes. -
. ,

.

As indicated in Table- 1, these three gro6pq,,(ADAPA Control ,

I o .' , I
, .

and_Gentennial)- participated in the Critica5Thinking and Ego
.

. ,

Development testing during botpithe Fall of 1979tand the Spring of.11977.'

\In addition, attitudes toward faculty-were measured in the Spring in

4..
.

. ,

all three groups.
.

Because the ADAPT programjwas'designe4 to'increase 'formal operational

thinking and because there were no preliminary indications of how these

abstract thinking skills might correlate with. ose prOceiset measured, on
.

thd Watson-Glazer Critical Thinking Appraisal, it was decided that a

separate comparison of movement on formal operations would bo appropriate.

Tao sections of the same introductory, physics course, one containing
"

PT students and one composed primarily of soithimores who
e.Nce,ivd

a traditional, physics course CControl,group 2) made this. cotperison
.

possible. The test of

(

formal operations was administered pani,of,,,

\the physics laboratory In the fall and spring.
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,

7-44. fof two years of the ADAPT program, -.., .
..
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,

J
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Initial Measures

In Table 2 the high school gwariles are

1--"c -the four Student groups.

.

,..--

listedifo

...,
.

All
.0,-

each of

. 4, 1

.0 k . .
--.

. ,
1, A S TABLE 2 /

4 HighSchool Quartiles of'Students in All.Gra.ups

-Quarter'
--1st

N

2nd
Quarter

N %

3rd
Quarter

N %-'

'4th )
Qudnter'

N %

ADAPT . 12 40 11 36.7 4 13.3 3 IC),
(a=30)

Control #

(n=:31) 23 74.2'' 6 19 4 1 X3.2 1 3.2

Centennial f"
(n=25) 13_ 52 . 7 28 12 2 8

Control 2
(n=18) 13 72.2- 5 27.8 0; 0 0. 0

9,

All Nebraska . i':,
Frashmeri 1977

.. ,.....
7);

(n= i 47 3 5' , 13
.

`

'44
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bt's clear from-,these.diiita that-the control groupS are pore- select

4

other the ADAPT or Cente.nnilal.sample.p., the ADAPT '

P

groUp,has the smallest percentage of sudent from the Upper quarter of'.
the 'high schOrol graduating class. From these data we might expect

pre-te4t diferendes between our groups and we can' clearly see that

the
<,two controlsgrouPs ao not represent a 'random samp nftering

(-/j .freshman claps.

ACT test scores: were_ also avai

These scores are presented in'T-6.ble
.

a

.

ble cn most of the students.

TABLE .3

Means andStandard"JDeyiation§'of
Four Groups on ACT

' ACT._ ,

ComposiAlle

ADAPT 20:22
n=31 '(:14.70), /

Contr1/21 1 . 2 . 1.2

n=34 (5.514)\4

Centennial 23'.21'

n124- '(611p1).

Eng, ", 'Math

17.61 19:71 ,

(4.42) (6:08)

2,-68
.(5v53)

21.50
(4.'63)

23.29
(8.26)

22:58
(9. 57)

Social
Science

22.77
(5.741)

26-44
(5.67)

24:79
(7.03)

Natural
-S-Ice 2

20.10
(6.56)

(6.63)'
to,

' ..., ,
r.; b -.

Cohtrol 2'
.

23.85 - 20.92 25.77
%

.77 25.15 21.23

..... .
n=la , (3.564 (5.30) p(4.42) (5.47) (5.02)

'

lr

. A11 UNL Freshmen ,

Nationwide sample
/. n=48434 18.5..

n= 3,b00 42tI.2 19.6 ij 11.6 20.1 . 23~.I4 .

r - 11.6

13

17.8. 17.4
,

'. 20.9
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The disparity between the scores d the ADAPT, students and 11

three of the other cphtroll.groups is obvious.'. The ADAPT group's -

scored are signifit-antly.lower than the other three groups on the

com iteu%:measure

,The ACTseores confirme fact that the ADAPT group is less

able,irf a variety, of'content areas than the other three groups of
. 2

'students that were followed in the present study. The.Centennial

I
students who, op the basis of high school" rank, might be expected

(

to 47.

- e
do poorly on the ACT did not differ_from the,ControL

1
or Control

2

subjects.

1tseems clear from these initial metsures. that the students selecting

'.' the ADAPT progrpn were no't ets well prepared for college as' the other,

likhree control groups. Tneir ACT scores are also lower'than the
,

oVerall,freshman class entering the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.

Changes in Thinking Skills r

,The ADAPT group`and control group were administered five different

formal operational tasks.in the fall and thd spri,ng of the year.'

Or each of the tasks, students- could receive a score from 1-to 5.,
,

'In sagh -case a. scot

on fotcrete thought

1 or 2 meant that a student relied primarily

rocesses to solve the problem; a score Of 3 or

4 indicated that the student was in transition from c91.4crete to formal

operations; and a score of 5 meant that the student used formal

operational thought ih solving the problem. A composite score obtained

by averaging a student's performance across:all five tasks gives aIglobal indication of -the kinds of thought proceses students used to solve

a variety of problems.

1
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4
As indicaed in Table 4 this compo6ite score, shows, that

the 'two groups differed significantly' F(1,48) = 5:19,T 4.0:1
.,

and that there was a significant increase in forMal perational

skill from fall to spring F(1,48) =.28.49, p< .01

TABLE 4

Formal OperationalfScores of ADAPT and Control2 Students

.1
r.

ADAPT
.n=30 .

Fall Spring

Control *
n=20

Fall Spring

GroUp
F

TiMei
F

Inter-'
action

Metric Puzzle . 3.68 4,161 4.65 4.75 ' 6.73: 7:77 5.05*

Apartment Puzzle 3.90 4.03 -4.02

.

Algae Puzzle 2.83' 3.70 3.05, 3.60 30.57** '

Flexibility
of Rods , 3.68 3.96. 4%32 n 4 :35 12.55

Coin Toss 3.03 3.48 3.37 3.63 .4:31*

Composite Score '3.43 3.94 3.90 Lk 13' 5.19* 28.4.9*, 4.32*

4 .05
** 4 .01

4

(-----

These'results document increases in formal"operational skills for

both groups' from fall to spring., 'Suck a change should certainly be

expected during the course o;ga. year in coillege. In addition', this

V
analypis"demonstrates a significant difference between the, ADAPT and

Control2 subjects. T4 initial/measures'reported earlier revealed a

significant dispawity between the ADAPT and Control
2
itjects, ,Hence, ,

it is,nok Surprising that the ADAPT students scored somewhat below the

15
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ir

Control2 students on the -' pretest. The significant i'-elteraCtion

sr
baaween the.,groups, and the the pre- and post-tests;however, indicates a'

diffprem 1 increase during the year in the two groups_, F(1,4&) = 4.32

P 05 a Basically, this result, depicted in Figure 1,,indicates that

the ADAPT students showed more substantial increases in formal

operatiqnal thought than the cont4rol subjects.

4 .5

(5)) 44
A

, 4.0

0, 3.7

o

3.5

o 3.2

fd 3.0

a
o1.7

E

0

-Cohtrol
Adapt

4

Fall 1976 Spring 197,7
>

it

Figure 1. Changea in Formal Operational Thinking
i L

The Watson-Glazey Crit.ica];,Thipking Appi,aisgl was .also admini ered

,

, .

to chart the effect of the ADAPT p/Zogramon thi.nking skills-. FcIrMs

Y,and Z: of the Watson- .Glazer were administered in the Fall 'arid Spring

respectively to ADAPT; Controla# ;and Centennial students. Although

these two forms are equivalent 'when perCentile scores are usipd, th
,..

e;
.

16.,
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'raw scores on foriil Z are somewhat lower than the raw scores on

form Y. Hence.to,avoid showing a sputious drop,in raw scores all poSt-

testsscores. were converted into scores equivalent tathe pre-test

form. The means and standard deviations -of the three groups are

reported in Table 5.

TABLE 5

.Means and Standard'Deviations of
Watson-Glazer Test Scores

ADAPT COntrol
1

6

APe-test
4 (8.23)

'Post-test .73.264 (10.49)

74.:54

(8.-n)

(10 02)

Centennial

73%75
(10.09)'

74.00
(11:70)

6

A repeated measures analysis of variance indicates that the

interaction between the th'reelroups and the two tests is sioificant

F(2,95) = 4.13, p <. .019. This indicates that the ADAPT students. made

(z.

significant gains duping the year while the other two groups dicrtiot4.-
4

Althought the ADAPT students were less'able on the' pre-test, by the

end of the year ther had imPlkved 'significantly in critical thinking,

skills and their scores now equaled the scores of the other two groups.

n this section of the reS.Ults the ADAPT s tudents have, beep

compared' i4ith three other gro ups on two measures of abstrac ought.

In:all of these comparisons the ADAPT students have shown i reases in

thinking skills that were not matched by the cbmiSarison groups. One

can attribute these increases to the methods andrationale underlying'

the ADAPT program but there is at,..least one alt4rpative explanation that

4

17
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wavan-4 consideration.
:

These'results could be a function o,f a ceiling level

qn the,measures used'. In other' words, ,the ,control students who on

pre-test 'Were'far sui)eriolr to the ADAPT students might riot have

be n 4a.le to iMprove their. scores_ on the post -test. .2onsidering'
. ,

th

..th scriticism for the 'Tormal operations measure we see, that the control

u'dents composite'scorewas 3.95 on a scale of 5. However;4an

-,-Pramination of the subscalas -repqrted in Table
r

4 indicates :that on

. . . .

only one of,the tests had the ,control'grdup really.,reached a ceilin
f

evel. Thdrefore, they, could have ,shown movement on the other f&ur
f a.'

post test's. Another factor whichseets TO render this criticism

inapPLicable' to the formal operations test is that the ADAPT group
.

_ k st

had also reached a ceiIing"oh the post-test of the metric puzzle. On'the
4

_critical thinking appraisal, the control students' poSt-test scores,_

. ,

were ippr'oximately 73 out of a possible Dm.: norms 'indicate

that students scoring in the upper 10% of the pOIDUntion receive raw

. ,

`,scores of 79-89 with a raw score 'of 89 representtng.the 99th percentile.
44

Thee controlgroup shouldhaye.been able to achieve raw scores in the
,

,

79-8V range if their critical thinkings skills had improved. Hence,
.

. --

._......-

', .

it Floes not seem likely that a...ceiling effect can account for the 1

claCX of change-demstrated.by the two' comparison groups on the critilkl
. .

-.thinking measures. ' 41, .
1 t

Another'e4lanation, buttressed by the first year ADAPT evaluation.
,

i
,

.
results-, is that -6e ADAPT cu rricular. is designdd to

\. foster critical,
.. .

, .

thinking skills whilaoa more -706;01 freshman curricu does not.

tw-

1,8. I
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A

Personalily.Development , .1 i.l.
, ',.', . t

ililw, k - s , Ar . I

The changes in Jane LpWiingert s mea e of ego. deveiopment frog .

fall to spring are "depicted in Table -6. n analysis, of these gleans
. , ,; .

ini dicates no sigy.flicant.charrge on' the,pa-Pt of .any. of, , the .groups. .

.,,, . .. ./-
.k. 'TABLE '

,.... . .
??.4.4 ,- , 'a,. . c,

. ,
. .. -.

11 eeansand, 'S aP.dg.rd, D viaVioiNs 61.,
Al'I*G-roups- Ego 1Jeye.loprae-frto ;#

..

- 1 ' , .

'4 t
C OA t r- b 1 . .ADAPT .

Male . Fer.r.itle -t -Male. ..-
,,

. "
.4

-Pi.-etest
!. 1 , ,

.,,

,,, , ,- i

'
7 .4 .95 , 5.47 ,t: 5.,38

. ; ; - ...-

r C"- .78 .5-2 ., :1.1614, .67
S

, ;
. .

.
4 . ''' ' .Posttest .

,

Ceitennial

tale ,. '''.iilare :4. Female,
(..fi

.
,

,

- 4 - ,
,

't. i
I. -N...

,

; $-.'148; 5.6t
t

, .. . /- 1 11.

e,
;

,, ,, ,
, 17#'2

,.: . ,-,..
.

. -- ".- :' i .

7`' 4.84 5,13.- 1..8'-a:.'`. .:5-48- ' .5.1)6 Go 5.Q9 ,,
1. , v. ot -

, ., ,cr" .

1.46
, , ,

. ... , . .60 t . .. 1. 3 - '.: .8.Y., .,'' 1:.26, . -. Et-3 ,

:: ' . t I ,

-4

,One can coclude that' the ADAPT. program 'tad* ric;i'toster any 'substantial-

4 -
,

t

.changes in pervtonality .development / '*measuted on. this test.,
'

r"

1
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'
Attitudes.toward Faculty

In' the first yearevaluation of the ADAPT prograi attitudfas

toward ADAPT faculty were very favorable.' Since suth attitudes

permeate is studept.'s' 'college career, the .second year evaluation

'looked agairiat. ADAPT, Contrcil, and'Centennial.student;' attitude

toward faculty (subscale of ColigeStudent questionnaire, Pare 2)4

The difference )6eiween the three groups' At5itudes, repotteel in
. ,*

TabOC 6, are highly significant F.(2,9-1) = 14.29
P

-001-

, TABLE. 7

-

ADAPT

7 36.03

4.75

Attitude.. toward Faculty

Control

30.57

5.89.

Centennial

37.71.

a.13

Both the ADAPT and Centennialstudents gave very favorable
. ,

ratings to the faculty while th4 Control students:involved in

larger olfsses and typically ex periencing much less interaction)

with theifaculty, are not As favbrably disposed toward the Lacur;tyt, '!

These attitudinal results by themselves might suggest that

the. variables o? interest are quality fa'culty and sm'all classes.

However, when these'reS1411ts are exampled in oonceft with the changes.

in thinking skills presented earlier, we do not see substantial

increases in,the Centennial group ,Hence, one can 'conclude, that

something other than quality faculty and'sma11 classes is operating

to, e ffect the changes in the ADAPT students, We would like to suggest

20
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.that a critical variable is the cUrniculuM.which demands' that the

f, j'student istudent (a) engage in some exploration.of. . area, (15))elate his
t,

.

explorations to meaningful experiences, and then (c), apply these
i.

a.

.

conceptsikroadly.
,,k*

.

o

,V, COMPDLAT AN SUITARY OF TWO YEARS OF THE-ADAPT PROGRAM
. .

.
.

.

..- -

, '' 10 The two years, k the, ADAPT program have been very different. in
,

, 4
4

$

110Any ways; yet Some of the same patterns of growth have emerged. 'In

.. . , .

this secThiin an a4empt is made to compare the fipdings from the twa
.

- ,

. ,

fyears and summarize them. , f
(

Th4 two groups of ADAPT students are compared on ACT scores in

Table'7. 'While the composite scoresare not significantly different,
''

.
.:

, thAeyear's group of ADAPT students received lower scores than last

'year's_on all of the ub-tests except social science.

l!' . ' Tablem-t . .

..!
T4eans and Standard Deviations of 1

ADAPT Groups on ACT

c..
°,--

.

Composite' Eng Math Social .' Natural .

Science Science
.--

.

ADAPT -...3? 21.24 18.85 20.85; 21%29 23.81
75-76 4.944 4.99 6.93 5.78 5.81
. ..,

.

.

,

ADAPT X 20.22- - '1761 19.71 2.77 20.10
76-77 4.70- ... , 4.42 6.08 ..5.75 6.56

I
1\

Perhaps one could.. argue that the 106-77grouP of ADAPT students

was not) as Veil prepared for college as the 1975 -76. group. The fact
\

/that, students from both years showed improvements in abstract thought.

t
were not paralleled by studentS enrolled in a more traditional

21
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cur seems to argue that the ADAPT program can proW_,_de a-focu

v 'for facilitating the develo)ment-of -1.-itical thought ocessesactross

,a broad spectrum of student abilities. In ,poth years of the Program
,

we see that students in the ADAPT program have a much'mbre favorable

attrtude:toward the faculty than students in a traditional .curriculum,

rn short, the second )eqr, of th ADAPT, program, evaluated by

means of 'better standardized and sounder assessments, largely confirmed

the findings of the first year. The ADAPT program *teems to create a

climate for exploration that positively influences,student.development

along intellectual dimensions. These students, by being responsible

for their learning, have acquired new thinking skills and have learned

to savor the accomplishments that accompany the use of th'ese skillS1

22
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